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1. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid architecture system has been designed for highly parallel processing. On such system, multiple OSs manage each CPU and memory resources. Therefore, tasks running on each OS have to communicate specifically between CPUs [1]. To prepare common data space on multiple CPUs, DSM [2] and a single system image (SSI) [3] have been proposed. However, these approaches require the management overhead for the data copy for the guarantee of the consistency on the mutual physical memory. The aim of this study is to provide a program execution environment that enables mutual collaboration between tasks on different OSs with little overhead. This study proposes a page management for the global virtual address space managed by multiple OSs on each CPU. And this approach enables memory-based communication between mutual tasks and realizes application programs effectively utilizing both CPUs on the hybrid architecture system.

2. DESIGN

Our approach is that a single global virtual address space structured by more than one virtual address space on the different OS is managed by light-weight method. Each OS manages page tables and establishes the page table entry to access another address space. To maintain the consistency of the page table, only entry of the remote memory accessed by a local task is added to the local page table. And to reduce a memory management overhead, the whole range of the global address space is pinned down. Assignment of physical page and overhead occurrence with page-in are avoided at the time of memory access with this design.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The page table structure in Multiple PVAS (M-PVAS) [4] which applied this study is shown in Fig. 2. It is implemented to the Linux Kernel on Xeon (X5680, 3.33GHz) and Xeon Phi (5110P, 1.053GHz). In order to investigate the memory management overhead on different CPUs, the processing time of the page fault handler was evaluated in M-PVAS. The execution time of a page fault handler is 1.9us and 8.0us on Xeon and Xeon Phi, respectively. As shown in Table 1, most time was spent on page table reference of remote page table and it was heavy. So it’s necessary to reduce the number of the page fault times for remote memory accessing. On the M-PVAS, the tasks on the same CPU can share the same page table, and each OS processes a page fault handling for the remote RAM only the accessed address to eliminate the page fault overhead.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed the global virtual address space managed by multiple OSs for the hybrid OS architecture, and showed the basic evaluation of the memory management overhead. In the future work, the effect of this method will be evaluated using application programs on a hybrid system.
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